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Abstract
Controlling the friction and wear properties of mechanical contacts under high loads by liquid
lubrication enables energy savings, provides better efﬁciency and increases component
lifetime. Lubricant performance can be improved by use of additives, for example
nanomaterials or protective coatings. Carbon has many allotropic forms which include
diamond with sp3-structure, graphite with sp2-structure or amorphous carbons with mixed
sp2/sp3 structures, among others. These allotropes have properties which are potential for
lubrication purposes such as high hardness and strength, high thermal conductivity, low
friction surfaces and chemical activity. In this work nanodiamonds (NDs), graphene oxide (GO)
and silica/graphene oxide (SiO2/GO) composites were used to improve the friction and wear
performance of high-load steel-steel and carbon-steel contacts in ethylene glycol (EG) or water
lubrication by Pin-On-Disc (POD). The SiO2/GO composites used as lubricant additives were
reported in this thesis for the ﬁrst time. The carbon nanomaterials were dispersed into the
lubricants or deposited directly on contact surfaces by spray or agglomeration methods. The
effect of carbon coatings and steel surface ﬁnishing methods on friction performance was
studied in oil lubrication by Twin Disc (TD) testing. The coatings used for TD testing were
tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C) and tungsten containing carbon (WC-C). The carbon
nanomaterials in EG reduced friction coefﬁcient 19 % (GO), 31 % (NDs), and 38 % (SiO 2/GO
composite), respectively, in comparison to pure EG in steel-steel contacts. All nanomaterials
in EG reduced the wear rate of steel surfaces. GO dispersions in water reduced friction 57 %
in comparison to pure water in ta-C-steel contact. Optimized combination of surface roughness
and WC-C coatings in oil lubrication reduced the friction coefﬁcient 27 % in comparison to
reference steel surfaces.
According to the results, the improved friction and wear performance of carbon
nanomaterials was due to incorporation of particles into the tribolayer and embedding onto the
contact surfaces, respectively. Furthermore, carbon coatings deposited on steel with optimized
surface roughness both prohibited metal asperity contacts and improved lubrication by acting
as lubricant reservoir. The results here suggest that the use of carbon nanomaterials and carbon
coatings in liquid lubrication can signiﬁcantly improve the friction and wear performance of
high-load mechanical contacts and provide longer lifetime for many industrial applications
such as gears and bearings.
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Tiivistelmä
Voitelun avulla voidaan parantaa suuressa kuormituksessa olevien mekaanisten kontaktien
kitka- ja kulumisominaisuuksia, säästää energiaa, parantaa hyötysuhdetta ja pidentää
komponenttien elinikää. Voiteluaineen toimintaa voidaan tehostaa käyttämällä, joko
lisäaineita kuten nanomateriaaleja, tai suojapinnoitteita. Hiilen monilla allotroopeilla, kuten
timantilla (sp3-rakenne), graﬁitilla (sp 2-rakenne) ja amorﬁsella hiilellä (paikallinen sp 3/sp2
rakenne) on voiteluun soveltuvia ominaisuuksia, kuten suuri kovuus ja lujuus, korkea
lämmönjohtavuus ja kemiallinen aktiivisuus sekä hyvät kitkaominaisuudet omaava
pintarakenne. Tässä työssä parannettiin teräs-teräs ja hiili-teräs kontaktien kitka- ja
kulumisominaisuuksia käyttämällä nanotimantteja (ND), grafeenioksidia (GO) ja
piidioksidi/grafeenioksidikomposiittia (SiO2/GO) etyleeniglykoli- (EG) ja vesivoitelussa.
Hiilinanomateriaalien kitka- ja kulumisominaisuuksia tutkittiin voiteluaineen lisäaineena tai
suoraan kontaktipinnalle levitettynä tappikulutuskokeessa (POD). SiO2/GO esiteltiin voitelun
lisäaineena ensimmäistä kertaa tässä työssä. Hiilipinnoitteiden ja teräksen pintakäsittelyn
vaikutusta kitkaominaisuuksiin tutkittiin öljyvoidellussa kontaktissa kaksoiskiekkokokeella
(TD). Kokeissa käytettiin tetrahedristä amorﬁsta hiilipinnoitetta (ta-C) ja wolframihiilipinnoitetta (WC-C). Hiilinanomateriaalit pienensivät EG-voidellun teräs-teräs kontaktin
kitkakerrointa 19 % (GO), 31 % (ND) ja 38 % (SiO2/GO) sekä vähensivät kulumista. GO pienensi
vesivoidellun ta-C-teräskontaktin kitkakerrointa 57 %. WC-C-pinnoite kiillotetulla
teräspinnalla pienensi öljyvoidellun kontaktin kitkakerrointa 27 %.
Tulokset osoittivat hiilinanomateriaalien parantavan kitka- ja kulumisominaisuuksia
hautautumalla joko tribokerrokseen tai suoraan kontaktipinnoille. Hiilipinnoitteet kiillotetun
teräksen päällä vähensivät teräksen pinnakarheushuippujen kosketusta toisiinsa ja toimivat
voiteluainevarastoina. Tulokset osoittivat että hiilinanomateriaalit ja hiilipinnoitteet
parantavat voidellun korkean kuorman kontaktin kitka- ja kulumisominaisuuksia
huomattavasti, ja siten pidentävät mekaanisten sovellusten, kuten hammaspyörien ja
laakereiden elinikää.
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Introduction

1 Introduction
Tribology, the science and technology of interacting surfaces acting upon one another in
relative movement and of the problems associated therewith (OECD).
Since the dawn of time, friction and wear have played crucial roles in the everyday life of man.
Such simple acts as lighting a fire or sharpening a blade would have proven impossible without
friction and wear mechanisms.

The modern, highly developed world with demanding

mechanical contacts such as gears or bearings is, even more dependent on optimized friction
and wear performance. Controlling the friction and wear performance is important to save
energy, provide better efficiency and increase component lifetime. This can be achieved by
using lubricating methods, such as liquid lubrication with oils or solid lubrication with
molybdenum disulphide (MoS2) [Holmberg&Matthews, 2009].
As the non-renewable energy resources such as crude oil supplies are running low, a need has
risen for increased energy efficiency. The energy required to overcome friction is a major part
of the total energy consumption; in passenger cars, buses and trucks one third of the fuel energy
is spent on overcoming friction [Holmberg, 2012; Holmberg, 2014]. The use of liquid lubricants
to decrease friction is an efficient way to control friction and enable energy savings [Holmberg,
2012]. However, liquid lubricants are commonly based on mineral oils, which are by-products
of the distillation of non-renewable petroleum and thus, there is a need for new and
environmentally friendly lubrication solutions. The friction and wear performance of these
solutions, such as water lubrication, however, is often poor in high-load mechanical contacts
(commonly boundary lubrication regime, steel-steel contact) in comparison to oils [Tomala,
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2010]. The performance of the novel lubricants can be further improved by use of carbon
additives such as NDs [Mochalin, 2012; Kato, 2009] or GO [Kinoshita, 2014; Song, 2011] and
carbon coatings [Ronkainen, 1998, 2001; Zhao 2009].
During literature survey for this work, the good friction and wear performance provided by
different nanomaterials, including carbon were generally acknowledged for various contacts in
both solid and liquid lubrication [Guo 2014, Tang 2014]. The hypothesis of this work was then
developed to be: carbon nanomaterials as lubricant additives would reduce friction and wear of
boundary lubricated steel-steel contacts. Several different mechanisms have been reported for
the improved friction and wear performance of carbon nanomaterials and coatings, including
“ball bearing effect” [Tao, 1996; Vilt, 2001], the existence of low shear layers on outmost
surface of the particles [Tao, 1996; Berman 2013b, 2014] or coatings [Robertson, 2002], the
polishing effect [Mochalin, 2012] and the formation of a hard and smooth tribofilm [Mochalin,
2012; Tao, 1996].
In this work the friction and wear performance of different carbon nanomaterials were studied
in high-load steel-steel and steel-carbon coated steel contacts in liquid lubrication. The
lubricants used for the tests were EG, water and commercial formulated oil. Water and EG were
used as model lubricants due to; (i) poor load carrying ability, which emphasized the effect of
carbon nanomaterials in friction and wear performance of liquid lubricants, (ii) polarity, which
ensured good dispersibility of the carbon nanomaterials and (iii) water solubility, which allowed
simplified characterization. NDs, GO and SiO2/GO composite powders were dispersed in EG
or water or deposited directly onto the contact surfaces. Three types of carbon coatings were
also studied in water and oil lubrication. The studies were conducted by POD and TD methods.
The particles and contact surfaces were characterized using electron microscopy, XRD and XPS
amongst others. A schematic presentation of the research task, hypothesis, methods and
mechanisms is presented in Fig. 1.1.
2
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Fig. 1.1 A schematic presentation of the task, hypothesis, methods, mechanisms and
applications.

1.1 Lubrication in high load contacts
In common engineering language, mechanical contacts are often referred to as “lubricated” or
dry (un-lubricated) describing whether any lubricant such as oil is used to lubricate the system.
In most mechanical contacts some form of lubrication (such as a film of water molecules) exists,
originating from the ambient and truly unlubricated contacts are limited to special
circumstances, such as vacuum. The forms of lubrication can be further divided into two
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categories, namely fluid lubrication and solid lubrication. In fluid lubrication the contact
surfaces are separated with a layer of liquid or gas. Typical fluids include air, water, oils, greases
etc. In solid lubrication, a layer of solid material separates the contact surfaces. Materials such
as graphite, MoS2 and tungsten disulfide (WS2) are commonly used [Holmberg&Matthews,
2009].
This section concentrates on high-load steel contacts (e.g. gears and bearings) in boundary
lubrication regime. These type of contacts are typically lubricated with highly formulated oils
and the contact temperatures in macro scale are relatively low. Here the boundary lubrication
regime is assumed to be reached mainly during start/stop situations due to lack of lubricant.
The basics of lubrication mechanisms discussed here are taken from [Bowden, 1986; Ludema,
1996; Stachowiak&Batchelor, 2005 and Holmberg&Matthews, 2009] and these references are
not repetitively mentioned, however other sources are marked in the text.
1.1.1

Liquid lubrication and lubrication regimes

The major functions of liquid lubricants are reduction of friction and wear, increasing the
lifetime of the components, transferring heat from the contact area, transporting wear debris
away from the contact area and reducing corrosion. Wide selection of different lubricants can
be used including mineral oils, synthetic oils, emulsions, aqueous lubricants and greases. In
liquid lubrication the contact surfaces are separated by the lubricant layer or film which prevents
direct contact. The thickness of this film is dependent on three main parameters; lubricant
viscosity η, sliding speed v and contact pressure P. These parameters are often plotted in relation
to the friction coefficient and this plot is called Stribeck’s curve (Fig. 1.2). In simplified
situations, when the contact geometry is considered to be conformal, the contact load F can be
used instead of P. In conditions where η is suddenly decreased, F increased or v decreased,
the lubrication may fail. Contact design mostly defines v and F, whereas η is a basic lubricant
property describing the lubricant’s ability to resist deformation by shear or tensile stress. The
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viscosity, η is further dependent on contact temperature, shear rate and contact pressure P.
Liquid lubrication can be divided into three regimes; boundary lubrication, mixed lubrication,
and hydrodynamic lubrication, respectively. The simplified definition (Fig. 1.2) of these
regimes can be done by comparing the thickness of the film separating the contact surfaces
moving relative to each other. When a load F is applied to a lubricated contact, P increases and
this is the starting point of the Stribeck’s curve (Fig. 1.2) indicating the static friction value.

Fig 1.2 Schematic presentation of the Stribeck curve; the friction coefficient as a function of
the lubrication parameter: ηv/P. In this formula, η is the fluid viscosity, v is the relative speed
of the surfaces, and P is the contact pressure. Reprinted from [Kondo, 2013], open access
material.
When the contact surfaces start to move, relative to each other, a lubricating film forms between
them. Let us consider relatively conformal contact. In case of low v and low η, no lubricant film
is formed and only few molecules of oil cover the surface asperities, which are able to touch
each other resulting in high friction coefficient and material removal. This regime is called
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boundary lubrication (Fig 1.2) and in most lubrication systems, boundary lubrication regime is
not desirable, however this regime is unavoidable in systems with low v, high P, low η or
combination of these conditions. In boundary lubrication no actual lubricant film is formed on
the contact surface and friction and wear performance are dependent on lubricant molecules or
additives, which are adhered on the contact surfaces or have otherwise formed a protective
layer. In boundary lubrication surface asperities in the contact slide against each other and are
removed from the surfaces causing high friction and wear.
When η or v increases, the lubricant film grows thicker and separates the contact surfaces and
the friction coefficient decreases (Fig 1.2) into a minimum indicating a transition to
hydrodynamic lubrication regime. In this regime the lubricant film is thick enough to fully
support the load and the contact surfaces no longer touch each other. Further increase in η, or v
hydrodynamic regime results in increased friction coefficient due to the fluid drag caused by
the lubricant layer. Mixed lubrication regime is defined to exist between boundary and
hydrodynamic regimes having combination of the properties of the other two. The lubricant
film is thick enough to separate the contact surfaces for the most part but topmost asperity
contacts still have some effect on each other. Until now only conformal contacts have been
considered here and the effect of P on η has been insignificant, however most contacts are nonconformal and the small contact area enables high contact pressure even under relatively low
loads. Thus, one final lubrication regime can be defined when the contact pressure in
hydrodynamic lubrication is high; elastohydrodynamic regime (Fig. 1.2). In this regime the
increase in the viscosity of the lubricant due to contact pressure is highly significant and thin
semi-solid lubricant films with high viscosity are typical.
1.1.2 Additives in boundary lubrication
Under low contact temperature and low load (MPa), the lubricating molecules are adsorbed to
the surfaces by physisorption or chemisorption and prevent direct contact between surfaces by
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repulsion. The lubrication behavior can further be improved by friction modifiers such as
alcohols, amines, fatty acids, paraffins and esters. The molecular structure, surface coverage,
strong bonding (adhesion) to the contact surface of the molecules, repulsion between opposing
molecule layers and strong cohesion within the molecule layer preventing film breakage (Fig
1.2) are important parameters in boundary lubrication. However, if the load is high enough
(GPa), the weak bonds between molecule layers break and multilayers are reduced to
monolayers causing the lubrication to fail, at least partially. To increase friction and wear
performance of liquid lubricants under boundary lubrication a

number of different

nanoparticles have been used including sulfide based such as MoS2 and WS2 [Erdemir, 2005;
Kalin, 2013], metallic oxide based such as copper or zinc oxides [Alves, 2013], and carbon
based such as graphite, graphene and NDs [ Kalin, 2013; Mochalin, 2012].

Fig. 1.3 Illustration of boundary lubricated surface with molecule layers on contact surfaces.
Reprinted from [Stachowiak&Batchelor, 2005 p. 368] with permission from Elsevier.
1.1.3

Surface finishing and hard coatings

If the contact surfaces are rough, the local contact pressures caused by asperity peaks will be
high [Holmes, 2003a, 2003b] and the plastic deformation of the peaks can take place due to
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tangential stresses caused by contact surfaces moving relative to each other. The plastic
deformation of the contact surfaces may result in increased wear behavior. Smoothening of
contact surfaces by methods such as polishing enable greater available contact area to carry the
contact load and thus lower the contact pressure and decrease plastic deformation. Polishing
also decreases the risk of material removal by repeated elastic deformation such as micropitting. The use of coatings can further improve the friction and wear performance of surfaces
by providing low shear layers, improved load carrying, decreased plastic or elastic deformation
among many other benefits. Sacrificial coatings such as soft metals and lamellar solids are used
to provide lower friction even in the boundary regime [Erdemir, 2005]. The coatings used in
this work were required to have; (i) hardness capable of resisting wear, without producing wear
on the counter-face material, (ii) low coefficient of friction and (iii) a low tendency to adhere
to metallic counter materials. These requirements can be fulfilled by use of nitride based
coatings such as titanium nitride or titanium aluminum nitride and carbon coatings such as taC or a-C among others [Holmberg&Matthews 2009].

1.2 Carbon nanomaterials and carbon coatings in boundary
lubrication
The wide selection and variety of desirable properties such as high hardness, extreme strength
and/or excellent electrical conduction has enabled carbon nanomaterials and coatings to become
a hot topic of scientific research in many fields. Whether in the form of particles, sheets or
deposited layers, one method of distinguishing different types of carbons from each other is to
consider their structures. In a largely simplified manner, carbon can be divided into graphitic
structured (sp2-hybridization) materials, diamond structured (sp3-hybrization) materials and
amorphous carbon. However other carbon allotropes do exist [Krueger, 2010]. Graphene, a one
atom thick 2D lattice of sp2-bonded carbon, can be considered as the mother of all sp2 structures
[Geim, 2007]. Besides pure graphene particles or sheets [Geim, 2007; Berman, 2013a-b, 2014]
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and GO [Berman, 2013a-b, 2014], large number of other graphene originated materials such as
single- and multi-walled nanotubes, fullerenes, nanobuds, nano-onios and nanohorns have been
reported [Delgado 2008] during the past few decades. Diamond, the single representative of
the sp3-bonded structure, has also been widely studied in its nano form, namely (NDs) due to
its high hardness, chemical inertness and a relatively simple production process [Mochalin,
2012]. Besides carbon nanoparticles, a large number of carbon coatings have also been studied
in lubrication, including both crystalline (diamond, graphite) [Holmberg&Matthews 2009] and
amorphous (diamond-like) coatings [Holmberg&Matthews, 2009; Grill, 1999; Robertson,
2002] to mention a few. This section focuses on GO, NDs and ta-C coatings, materials used in
the experimental work of I-V. The basic properties of these materials, their production and
applications are briefly described. The main focus is the use of these materials in improving
friction and wear properties of high-load contacts in boundary lubrication regime. The
commercial tungsten containing carbon (WC-C) coating in V is not discussed due to an
agreement with the deposition company, however, the coating is described in general in V.
1.2.1 Graphene oxide (GO)
The structure of GO includes a graphene sheet skeleton with oxygen containing groups on the
sheet edges [Lerf, 1998]. First studies of oxidizing graphite were reported 160 years ago
[Brodie, 1859]. Synthesis of GO, is most commonly done by using a modified Hummer’s
method [Hummers, 1958; Gilje, 2007; Guerrero-Conteras, 2015]. In this synthesis graphite
powder is first oxidized in a concentrated mineral acid such as sulphuric acid with oxidizing
agents such as sodium nitrate and potassium permanganate and this is followed by hydrolysis
resulting in an aqueous colloid [Hummers, 1958; Cuerrero-Conteras, 2015]. The graphite oxide
is then further broken into GO particles by ultrasonication. GO can be further used as base
material for other graphene based materials such as reduced graphene oxide.
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The friction of GO in atomic scale was predicted by modelling, to be high in comparison to
pure graphene [Wang, 2012] and this was later proven experimentally by Berman, 2014 et al.,
who considered that the increased hydrogen bonding caused by high oxidation level of GO
resulted in increased binding energy and thus higher friction. Despite the higher friction in
comparison to graphene, the graphene-like [Geim, 2007] good chemical and mechanical
properties of GO have enabled its use also in lubrication. The tribological performance of GO
in bulk composites [An, 2014; Tai, 2012] or composite films [Min, 2014] has been reported to
be promising. However, only limited number of studies report the use of GO as additives in
liquid lubricants such as oils [Senatore, 2013], water [Song, 2011, Kinoshita 2014, IV] and EG
[III]. Senatore, 2013 et al., studied the tribological behavior of 0.1 wt% of GO nanosheets in
base mineral oil (SN150) using a ball on disc setup with 30 N (1.17 GPa), 60N (1.47 GPa) and
90N (1.68 GPa) loads. In the tests the speed was varied from 0 to 2 m/s, the rotating disc was
X155CrVMo12-1 steel and the stationary ball was X45Cr13 steel with a diameter of 8 mm was
fixed in the lubricant reservoir. Their results showed that mixing 0.1 wt% of GO nanoparticles
in oil reduced the friction coefficient from 0.158 to 0.136 (approximately 14%) and wear scar
from 600 μm to 530 μm (approximately 12 %) in the boundary regime at room temperature.
The good friction and wear performance of GO in oil was considered to be due to the small size
and thin laminated structure, offering low shear stress and preventing interaction between metal
surfaces [Senatore, 2013]. Kinoshita, 2014 et al. studied the effect of 1 wt % of monolayer
graphene oxide sheets in 10 ml of water in tungsten carbide (WC) –steel contact using a
reciprocating sliding configuration. In the tests SUS304 stainless steel flat plate was used, the
WC ball diameter was 2 mm, the contact load was 1.88N load (2.2 GPa) and the speed was
0.025 m/s. The friction coefficient reduced from 0.45 with pure water to approximately 0.05
(89 %) with 1 wt% concentration of GO in water. The GO sheets were believed to be adsorbed
to the lubricated ball and flat plate surfaces, and act as protective coatings thus providing
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improved friction and wear performance [Kinoshita, 2014], however, the low friction values in
water can also be explained by the ability of GO to form stable aqueous colloids [Konkena
2012]. Song, 2011 et al. studied the frictional behavior of 0-1 wt% graphene oxide nano-sheets
in water using ball-plate tribotester, 10 N to 60 N load and approximately 3 m/s speed. In the
tests the diameter of the AISI 52100 balls was 12.7 mm. The friction coefficient decreased from
0.47 with pure water to approximately 0.1 (79 %) with 1 wt% GO in water and the wear scar
diameter decreased from 0.64 mm to 0.23 mm (64 %). It was considered that these beneficial
effects of GO in water were mostly due to the lamellar structure of the nano-sheets and also the
load bearing tribofilm formation, which prevented direct metallic contact. We have also
conducted tribological tests with pure GO in water [IV] and in EG [III], respectively as well as
SiO2/GO composites in EG [III]. The experimental details can be found in Section 2. The largest
reductions observed in the value of friction coefficient were 57 % for pure GO in water, 21 %
for pure GO in EG and 38 % for SiO2/GO composites in EG, respectively.
1.2.2 Nanodiamonds (NDs)
ND particles are in general, small diamonds with properties similar to that of larger bulk
diamonds, such as good biocompatibility, high hardness, chemical inertness and high thermal
conductivity [Mochalin, 2012; Krueger, 2010]. However, some differences between bulk
diamonds and NDs exist, caused by the small size and large surface area of NDs including high
surface energy and strain within the particles [Mochalin, 2012; Krueger 2010]. ND particles are
typically 2-10 nm in diameter and the surface is covered with one to few atomic layers of sp2
hybridized carbon [Mochalin, 2012]. NDs can be produced by detonation methods [Mochalin,
2012], which were first reported in the 1960s [Danilenko, 2004] but several other methods such
as laser ablation and high energy ball milling also exist [Dolmatov, 2004; Mochalin, 2012]. In
a typical detonation process [Mochalin, 2012] a mixture of trinitrotoluene and hexogen in an
ice cooled medium is detonated and this is followed by a soot purification process using a
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mixture of sulfuric acid with chromic anhydride and then washing with water and drying.
Depending on the application, NDs can be further purified or functionalized [Mochalin, 2012;
Krueger 2009].
NDs have been reported to be used in a large number of applications ranging from layer seeding
and composite hardening to drug delivery [Mochalin, 2012]. The reduced size of the NDs
enhances their anti-friction and wear-reduction properties [Gubarevich, 2005, Krueger, 2009]
and one major application for NDs has been lubrication [Mochalin, 2012; Dolmatov, 2010].
Due to their high surface activity, small NDs agglomerate strongly and may form large clusters
in the lubricant or on the contact surfaces, which can negatively affect the tribological properties
and achieving a stable dispersion of particles with desired size distribution in the chosen
lubricant is important [Ozawa, 2007]. NDs have been added to several different liquid
lubricants such as commercial oils [Chu, 2010a-b; Chou, 2008, 2010; Ivanov, 2010; Wu, 2007],
colza oil [Qiao, 2005], paraffin oil [Tao, 1996, Peng, 2009a-b; Joly-Pottyz, 2010, Ivanov, 2010,
Kim, 2013], poly-alphaolefin [Joly-Pottyz, 2010; Ivanov, 2010; Nunn, 2014], greases [Ivanov,
2010], polyester [Shen, 2001], water [Kato, 2009, IV] and poly-ethylene glycol and ethylene
glycol [Shen, 2001, I-II]. Chou, 2008, 2010 et al. studied the tribological properties of 0.05 wt%
concentration of NDs in commercial oil (Mobil 1409). The tribological tests were performed
using a POD-apparatus with AISI1025 or AISI1045 steel discs and 6.53 mm diameter
chromium steel ball. In the tests the load was approximately 30 N and the speed 0.36 m/s. The
results showed that ND additives decreased both the friction (11-13 %), and the wear (23-28
%) of the steel samples compared to pure oil-lubrication, which was considered to be due to
surface hardening caused by the NDs. Wu, 2007 et al. studied the effect of approximately 0.1
wt% of NDs in engine oil (API SF) by using reciprocating friction tester. In the tests a chromium
coated steel ball (6 mm diameter) was running with the speed of 0.12 m/s against chromium
coated iron plate under 200 N load. The results showed slight decrease in the friction coefficient
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when NDs in engine oil were used. Kim, 2013 et al. and Tao, 1996 et al. studied 0-10%
concentrations of NDs in paraffin oil using ball on disc apparatuses under 50-300 N loads. Steel
discs (AISI 1020, AISI 1045) were running against steel and chromium steel balls (10 mm
diameter). The results showed that both friction coefficient and wear rate were reduced when
NDs were used and increasing the concentration of NDs in paraffin decreased the friction
coefficient [Kim, 2013; Tao, 1996] but increased the wear [Kim, 2013]. It was considered that
the main mechanism of improved friction performance was due to particles rolling in the contact
[Kim, 2013; Tao, 1996]. Shen, 2001 et al. studied the tribological properties of 0-0.5 wt% of
NDs in polyester (PE) and PEG in steel-glass contact. The tests were conducted under 2 and 10
N loads and 0.00002-0.1 m/s speeds using a ball on disc setup with chromium coated glass disc
and 25.4 mm diameter steel ball. According to the results ND concentrations in both PEG and
PE reduced friction coefficient in comparison to pure PEG and PE. Furthermore, the friction
coefficients were decreased over time and sliding distance and the optimum concentration was
observed to be 0.3 wt% of NDs in PEG or PE. It was considered that the NDs increase viscosity
and provide a lubricant film with higher thickness in comparison to pure lubricants and thus
provide improved friction and wear performance [Shen, 2001]. We have also conducted
tribological tests with NDs in EG [I, II] and water [IV], respectively. The experimental details
can be found in Section 2. The largest reductions of friction coefficient were 31 % for NDs in
EG and 29 % for NDs in water, respectively.
1.2.3 Diamond-like carbon (DLC)
Diamond like carbon (DLC) is a general term used for a wide number of metastable forms of
amorphous carbons, comprehensively reviewed in [Robertson 2002] including amorphous
carbon (a-C), tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C) and hydrogenated amorphous carbon (aC:H). The DLC materials (Fig. 1.34) have mixed sp2/sp3 structure, the latter bond type giving
those attractive diamond-like properties such as high hardness and stiffness and chemical
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stability [Robertson, 2002; Grill, 1999]. ta-C is a hydrogen free form of amorphous carbon with
high fraction of sp3 bonds and local tetrahedral (diamond) structure [Robertson, 2002]. The taC coatings are usually deposited in room temperature using cathodic-arc, ion beam or pulsed
laser deposition method, but other methods also exist [Robertson, 2002]. Recently, pulsed
magnetron sputtering (HIPIMS) has also been reported as a method to produce ta-C films
[Aijaz, 2012].

Fig. 1.4 Ternary phase diagram of bonding in amorphous carbon-hydrogen materials. Reprinted
from [Robertson, 2002] with the permission from Elsevier.
Many DLC coating types have been widely studied for friction and wear reduction purposes
[Donnet, 1997; Holmberg&Matthews, 2009] also in nanoscale [Charitidis, 2010] and some
ultralow values of friction coefficient (close to zero) have been reported [Kano, 2005; JolyPottuz, 2007; Makowski 2014]. The boundary lubrication mechanisms of DLC coatings have
also been reviewed [Kalin, 2008]. The good friction properties of un-lubricated ta-C are related
to the transformation of the topmost layer into graphite acting as a solid lubricant and
intercalation of water molecules between the graphitic layers [Robertson, 2002]. The lowfriction behavior of ta-C, opposite to hydrogenated DLCs, increases when humidity increases
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[Robertson, 2002], which is beneficial in water lubrication. The transformation of the topmost
layers and passivation of dangling bonds by oil additives are considered to be the mechanisms
for friction reduction in oil lubricated ta-C surfaces [Joly-Pottuz, 2007; Kalin, 2008]. It is clear
that large number of DLC and even ta-C reports are available and the reports are well reviewed
by Kalin, 2008 et al. among others, thus, only some recent reports concerning ta-C in liquid
lubricated contacts are discussed below.

During the last few years ta-C coatings have been studied in contacts lubricated with
commercial oils [Al Mahmud, 2014; Koskinen, 2010; Statuti, 2009; V], PAO [Tasdemir, 2013;
Fu, 2013; Statuti, 2009], biodegradable oils [Mobarak, 2014] and water [Statuti, 2009; IV]. Al
Mahmud, 2014 et al. studied the tribological characteristics of ta-C in 50-150 °C temperatures
on AISI316 steel running against AISI 440C ball (diameter 10mm) in oil lubrication (SAE 40grade) with a 392 N (5.5 GPa) load and 0.64 m/s speed by ball-on-plate system. In the tests the
friction coefficient decreased significantly when temperature was increased, although
increasing the temperature also resulted in high wear of the coating. According to the results,
the friction and wear performance was mostly due to graphitization of the top layers of the
coating [Al Mahmud, 2014]. Tasdemir, 2013 et al. studied the friction and wear performance
of DLC coatings in PAO lubricated contacts by POD method in ta-C-ta-C contact under 5N
load (150 MPa). In the tests the ta-C coating provided lowest friction coefficient in comparison
to other DLC-coatings. It was also shown that ta-C wear rate was strongly dependent on the
additives in PAO; without the additives the pin wear was severe, but with additives no wear
was observed under boundary lubrication. Koskinen, 2010 et al. showed that texturing the ta-C
surface offers enhanced oil lubrication by providing lubricant pockets/reservoirs. In the sliding
reciprocating tests a 10 mm diameter AISI316 ball was sliding against ta-C coated disc with
0.04 m/s under 1 GPa Herzian pressure. We have also conducted tribological tests in ta-C-steel
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contacts in oil [V] and water lubrication [IV], respectively. The experimental details can be
found in Section 2. The largest reduction of friction for ta-C in comparison to steel surfaces was
9 %.
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2 Materials and methods
Friction and wear performance of several carbon materials and coatings was studied in liquid
lubrication [I-V] by use of POD and TD. The particles were characterized before and after
dispersing into the liquid lubricants. After the tribological tests the wear surfaces were studied
using several microscopy and spectroscopy methods and compared to unworn surfaces.

2.1 Characterization equipment
For the dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements Malvern Zetasizer Nano or Malvern
Mastersizer 2000 were used. For the optical microscopy Leica DRMX was used. For the
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) Tescan Mira3
FEG-SEM or Hitachi S-4700 FEG-SEM were used. For the transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) Tecnai G2F20FE-TEM was used. For the X-Ray spectroscopy using Philips θ–2θdiffractometer and Philips X’ Pert Pro were used. For the Raman spectroscopy Horiba JobinYvon Labram HR and Witec Alpha confocal Raman microscope were used. For the Fourier
transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy FT-IR spectrometer Model Nicolet 380 was used. For
the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) AXIS Ultra photoelectron spectrometer was used.
Powder density and surface area evaluations were done by Accupyc 1330 Pycnometer and
Micromeritics Tristar II 3020 surface analyzer. For indentation testing Struers DuraJet
Rockwell and Hysitron TriboIndenter TI-900 were used.

2.2 Carbon nanoparticle dispersions
ND dispersions in EG, Adagio™, 2.2 wt% [I] and in water, Andante™, 2 wt%, [IV] were
purchased from Carbodeon Ltd, Vantaa, Finland. Other ND concentrations were obtained by
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dilution with pure EG or evaporation. ND powders [II] were purchased from New
Technologies, Chelyabinsk, Russia, and dispersed into ethanol by sonication.
All GO, SiO2 and SiO2/GO powders [III] were prepared in Aalto University. GO was
synthesized from synthetic graphite powder using a modified Hummer’s method. SiO2 particles
were synthesized by hydrolysis and condensation of metal alkoxide in the presence of base as
catalyst according to modified Stöber method. SiO2/GO powders were prepared by sonication
of homogeneous GO in aqueous suspension of different concentrations with acid treated silica
using Misonix ultrasonic Liquid Processor (XL2010). Dried SiO2, GO and SiO2/GO powders
were dispersed in EG and water by sonication.
The particle size distributions in the dispersions [I-II] were measured by DLS method at a fixed
0.55 wt. % concentration. The structure, morphology and distribution of the powders were
studied by optical microscopy, SEM+EDS, TEM [II], XRD [II], RAMAN [I-IV], FT-IR [III]
and XPS [III]. The powder density and surface area of the powders [III] were also evaluated.

2.3 Carbon coatings and nanoparticle deposition
For POD testing of NDs on contact surfaces [II] NDs were deposited on a set of steel (AISI
440B) discs using a spray coating method and agglomeration method. For POD testing of GO
in water, ta-C films were deposited on a set of steel (AISI 52100) discs using a pulsed cathodic
arc deposition system. A thin titanium intermediate layer was deposited on the substrates to
improve adhesion using a metal plasma source from a filtered DC cathodic arc device. The taC film was deposited by a direct carbon arc and the thickness of the deposited coating was
approximately 0.3 μm. For TD testing commercial ta-C and WC-C coatings were deposited on
the test discs and coating thicknesses were approximately 0.7 μm (ta-C) and 2.0 μm (WC-C),
respectively. The adhesion properties of the carbon coatings were studied using Rockwell C
indentation [V] and the hardness and elastic modulus of the coatings were measured by
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nanoindentation methods [V]. The coating thickness was measured by both contact
profilometry and ball cratering method. The coating morphology was studied by SEM and the
coating composition by EDS and RAMAN [II, IV-V].

2.4 Tribological testing and characterization of wear surfaces
In this part the tribological tests are described
2.4.1

Pin-on-disc (POD) testing

For all POD tests, the parameters were chosen to ensure boundary lubrication regime and
simulate high load contact situations in components such as gears and bearings. The POD
testing was done using two self-constructed tribometers (Aalto University, School of Chemical
Technology, Department of Materials Science and Engineering, VTT Technical Research
Centre of Finland) in a controlled laboratory environment. The temperature was 22±1 °C during
all tests and relative humidity 50±5% during tests in I and II. In the POD tests a disc was rotating
against a stationary counter ball and the contact was lubricated either with pure EG or pure
water as reference and also with carbon additives for comparison. The amount of lubricant used
was 0.3 ml in each test and it was added as droplets on the discs either in the beginning of the
test [I-III] or in stepwise manner [IV]. Speeds and loads used in POD testing were 0.008-0.05
m/s and 10-100 N, respectively, and the test durations were 60 min [I-III] and 30 min [IV]. For
these kinds of loads and speeds the contacts can be considered boundary lubricated.
Furthermore, pre-tests were carried out, which showed that increasing the speed by tenfold in
comparison to the test speeds used does not change the friction coefficient indicating clearly
that it is highly unlikely to reach hydrodynamic regime with the selected parameters. The values
of friction coefficient were determined as an average value between 30 and 60 min [I-III] or
25-30 min [IV] of sliding, respectively. Polished steel discs (AISI 440B or AISI 52100, Ra less
than 0.01 μm) with a diameter of 40 mm were used in POD tests in [I-III]. In [IV], a set of discs
were ground to 1200 grit paper (AISI 52100, Ra approximately 0.2 μm) and ta-C coating was
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deposited on the discs. Steel counter balls (AISI 420) with 12.7 (I-III) and 10 mm (IV)
diameters were used in all POD testing.
2.4.2

Twin Disc (TD) testing

The TD testing was conducted by VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland using a twin disc
test device. The discs were rolling against each other with a slide to roll ratio of 30 %. The
surface velocity of the upper disc was 1.05 m/s (446 rpm) and the lower disc 1.5 m/s (637 rpm).
The load applied to the contact was increased in a step-wise manner from 0.6 GPa to1.87 GPa
with a total test time of 90 hours. The friction coefficient was recorded during the testing and
the value at the end of each step was used in the further comparisons. For TD testing case
hardened, carburizing steel discs (18CrNiMo7-6) with a diameter of 45 mm and an average
radius of curvature of 208 mm were used. The contact surfaces of the discs were treated in the
axial direction by grinding and polishing methods named ground, KO2, and KO1 and
describing the average surface roughness Ra-average of 0.62 (ground), 0.13 (KO2) and 0.03 μm
(KO1), respectively.
2.4.3

Characterization of wear surfaces

The wear surfaces were studied by optical microscope, SEM and RAMAN. The wear tracks on
the discs were studied by profilometry using 12.5 μm diamond tip and 3 mg load. The horizontal
resolution was 0.33 μm. The wear of the discs was determined from the increase of the cross
sectional area below average baseline compared to the un-worn surface. The wear of the counter
balls was determined using sphere cap approximation. The wear rate was calculated for both
the discs and the balls The wear rate K was determined for both the discs and the balls as the
volume loss, V (mm3) per contact load, F (N) and sliding distance, d (m):
𝐾=
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Summary of the main results

3 Summary of the main results
In this work, carbon nanomaterials and carbon coatings were successfully used to improve
friction [I-V] and wear [I-III, V] performance of liquid lubricated high-load contacts and the
main results are summarized here. Before the tribological tests, the carbon nanomaterials and
coatings were characterized using XRD, RAMAN, XPS and TEM among others. After the tests
the wear surfaces were carefully studied and the friction and wear reducing mechanisms
determined.

3.1

Friction and wear performance of carbon nanoparticles in
liquid lubrication

Increasing the concentration of carbon nanomaterials in lubricant dispersion [I, III, IV] or
contact surface [II] decreased the friction coefficient in all POD tests. In the tests a friction
coefficient minimum was achieved [I, III, IV] and further increase of the concentration had no
further decreasing effect on the friction coefficient. For NDs deposited directly on surfaces [II]
and carbon composites [III] the lowest friction coefficient was achieved with the highest
concentration of the carbon particles. Increasing the concentration of carbon nanomaterials
decreased disc wear in all steel-steel contacts [I-III] and a minimum coefficient for both ball
and disc wear was achieved [I]. For carbon composites [III] and particles deposited directly on
surfaces [II] the lowest wear rate was achieved with the highest concentration of the carbon
particles. For steel-ta-C contacts [IV] increasing the concentration of carbon nanoparticles
increased the ball wear as well.
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3.1.1

ND, GO and GO/SiO2 dispersions in EG

The friction coefficient for pure EG was approximately 0.16 in all steel contacts with high (70100 N) loads and 10-12.7 mm counter ball diameter [I-III]. The wear rate for pure EG was for
balls 0.68×10−6 mm3/Nm (AISI420) and for discs were 0.85 ×10−6 mm3/Nm (AISI 440B, I, II)
and 5.2 ×10−6 mm3/Nm (AISI 52100, III). With ND-EG dispersion approximately 30 %
decrease was achieved using 1 wt% concentration of NDs in the tests and no significant change
in friction coefficient was observed with higher concentrations. The ball wear decreased by
37 % ( to 0.43 ×10−6 mm3/Nm) and the disc wear decreased 62 % (to 0.32 ×10−6 mm3/Nm) with
0.55 wt% and 2.2 wt% of NDs in EG, respectively, in comparison to pure EG but further
increase in the concentration had no wear decreasing effect. It should be pointed out that the
disc wear reduction was inside standard deviation.
The frictional behavior of GO was similar to the NDs; the minimum for friction coefficient
(0.13) with 19 % reduction in comparison to pure EG was achieved by using 0.125 wt% of GO
in EG and higher GO concentrations increased the friction coefficient. The wear rates for balls
(0.55 ×10−6 mm3/Nm) and discs (4.5 ×10−6 mm3/Nm) were reduced 19 % and 13 %,
respectively, in comparison to pure EG. Both GO concentrations (1 and 10 wt%) in SiO2/GO
composites decreased friction and wear. The minimum friction coefficient, achieved with
SGO-10 was 0.10 resulting in 38 % reduction in comparison to pure EG. Similarly the wear
rate for balls (0.12 ×10−6 mm3/Nm) and discs (3.6 ×10−6 mm3/Nm) reduced, 82 % and 31 %,
respectively, in comparison to pure EG. However, the reduction in wear rate with the
composites (88 % for the balls, 53 % for the discs) was more significant when compared to pure
SiO2 in EG which resulted in high values of wear rate, 1.0 ×10−6 mm3/Nm for balls and 7.7
×10−6 mm3/Nm for discs, respectively.
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3.1.2 NDs deposited directly on steel contact surfaces
Even distribution by spray method and agglomeration method were used to deposit NDs
directly on the contact surfaces. The agglomerated NDs had approximately four times higher
surface coverage and 2-3 times higher thickness compared to the evenly distributed NDs and
concentration of agglomerated NDs on surfaces was comparable to approximately 0.1 wt% in
EG. The friction coefficients with evenly distributed and agglomerated NDs in EG were 0.14
and 0.12, providing 12.5 and 25 % reduction, respectively, in comparison to pure steel surfaces.
The ball wear rate decreased by 25 % (0.51 ×10−6 mm3/Nm ) and 57 % (0.29 ×10−6 mm3/Nm)
for evenly distribute and agglomerated NDs, respectively. The disc wear rate decreased by 4 %
(0.82 ×10−6 mm3/Nm) and 53 % (0.4 ×10−6 mm3/Nm) with evenly distributed and agglomerated
NDs, repectively. It should be pointed out that the disc wear decrease was inside standard
deviation.
3.1.3

GO dispersions in water

The friction coefficient and wear rate for pure water in ta-C-steel contact were 0.14 and 6.3
×10−6 mm3/Nm, respectively. Increasing the concentration of GO in water to 1% decreased the
friction down to 0.06 resulting in approximately 57 % reduction in comparison to pure water
but further increase in the GO concentration increased friction coefficient. Increasing the GO
concentration also increased the wear rate and the increase of wear rate was linear except for
0.5 wt% concentration. In comparison to pure water, the increase in ball wear rate for 0.1 wt%
GO concentrations was not significant (less than 10%) but increase of over 100% was observed
with 2 wt% of GO.

3.2 The effect of carbon coatings and surface finishing
In this section the friction and wear performance of carbon coatings and surface finishing in
[V] are discussed. The friction results are approached in two ways: as a function of average
surface roughness Ra-average of all of the discs with the same surface treatment, ground, KO2 or
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KO1, respectively, as described in Part 2 and in [V] and as a function of sum (Ra upper disc+
Ra lower disc) of surface roughness of the counter surfaces in the unworn contact (Ra-sum). In
all of these examples the Ra values considered describe the unworn, uncoated steel surfaces.
3.2.1

Friction coefficient over Ra-average

The average friction coefficient uncoated steel surfaces with the Ra-average of 0.62 μm (ground)
was 0.048. Reducing the surface roughness by polishing to the Ra-average of 0.13 μm (KO2)
resulted in a minimum friction coefficient of 0.042, which is a 12.5 % decrease in the friction
coefficient when compared to ground surfaces but polishing to the Ra-average of 0.03 (KO1) had
no further decreasing effect on the friction coefficient. The use of carbon coatings decreased
the friction coefficient of polished surfaces and with WC-C coating on steel surface with an Raaverage

of 0.13 μm, a minimum friction coefficient of 0.038 was achieved, which was a 9.5 %

decrease in the friction coefficient, when compared to uncoated surfaces. However, it should
be noted that the Ra-average does not describe the contact surfaces well, especially in the case of
ground surface, due to high variation. Thus, a more detailed results analysis is presented in
3.2.2.
3.2.2

Friction coefficient over Ra-sum

Fig 3.1 describes the effect of surface finishing on the average friction coefficient at the end of
the tests as a function of Ra-sum. For ease of comparing results Ra-sum is divided in three ranges;
high (ground surfaces, Ra-sum 0.9 μm and above), medium (polished, Ra-sum between
approximately 0.2 μm and 0.35 μm) and fine (polished, Ra-sum below 0.1 μm), respectively.
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Fig. 3.1 Friction coefficient at the end of the Twin Disc tests as a function of sum of the surface
roughness Ra-sum of the counter surfaces in the unworn, uncoated contact (Ra upper disc+ Ra
lower disc) for uncoated (UC), ta-C coated and WC-C coated discs.
For uncoated ground surfaces (Fig. 3.1, high) friction coefficients are similar to coated surfaces,
within the statistical error. An indication of friction reduction is observed with WC-C, but it
should be noted that for ground surfaces the Ra-sum (Fig. 3.1, high) is significantly lower for
uncoated surfaces when compared to coated samples. For the all polished surfaces (Fig. 3.1,
medium and fine) the scatter of Ra-sum is much smaller than for ground surfaces and thus the
comparability of results significantly better. From Fig. 3.1 it can be seen that WC-C coated
surfaces provided the lowest friction coefficient 0.038 with polished surfaces (medium) and in
addition, the standard deviation of friction coefficient for WC-C on polished surfaces was also
significantly lower in comparison to ta-C or uncoated surfaces. In case of ta-C both polished
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surfaces (Fig. 3.1, medium and fine) decreased the friction coefficient to 0.04, however the
friction coefficient with medium was inside statistical error.

3.3 Wear surface characterization
In this section the main results for contact surface characterization [I-V] are described.
3.3.1 POD testing of EG lubricated steel-steel contacts
As seen in the optical images (3.2a) the surfaces after testing in pure EG lubrication under high
loads were scratched and worn and increasing the amount of carbon nanomaterials on contact
surfaces [II] (Fig. 3.2b) or in the lubricant [I, III] (Figs. 3.2c-3.2e) provided clear smoothening
of surfaces. Some agglomeration was observed both in the ND dispersions in EG and NDs
deposited on surfaces but this was not significant. Particles incorporated in the tribolayer were
observed on all contact surfaces when carbon additives were used (Figs 3.3a-3.3c) and the
RAMAN and EDS results [I, III] further showed that these particles were NDs and SiO2/GO
composites, respectively. Cleaning prior to characterization did not remove these layers from
the wear tracks, although all traces of the particles and EG were removed from unworn areas
outside the contact. In the case of the SiO2/GO, the deformed composite particles were observed
to be partially embedded into the steel disc surface (Fig. 3.3c).
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Fig. 3.2 Optical images of wear tracks and counter ball surfaces after testing with (a) 0%, (b)
3.7 % ND, (c) agglomerated ND deposited on surface, (d) 0.125 wt% of GO and (e) 0.125
wt% SiO2/GO (10% GO) in EG. Sliding direction is indicated by the arrow [I-IV].
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Fig. 3.3 SEM images of the disc wear surfaces after testing with (a) 3.7% NDs, (b)
agglomerated NDs and (c) 0.125 wt% SiO2/GO (SGO10) in EG. Sliding direction is indicated
by the arrow [I-III].
3.3.2

POD testing of water lubricated ta-C-steel contacts

After POD tests lubricated with pure water, the counter ball (steel) wear surfaces were scratched
(Fig 3.4 a-c) and predominant iron oxide formation was observed by RAMAN and EDS [IV].
Increasing the concentration of GO in water resulted in smoother surfaces (Fig. 3.4 d-f) and
with concentrations of 0.5 wt% or higher of GO in water, oxidation of iron was minimal or not
observed after the tests.

Fig. 3.4 Ball wear surfaces after testing (a-c) with pure water and (d-f) water with 1wt% of GO
in water. Sliding direction is indicated by the arrow [IV].
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The wear of the ta-C on discs lubricated with pure water (Fig 3.5a) or water with GO (3.5b)
was negligible and could not be separated from the original surface roughness by profilometry,
however, some polishing of the topmost coating layer by GO was observed (3.5b). The ta-C
coating deposited on some of the discs was delaminated locally during the wear testing on the
upper most ridges of the grinding marks (Fig. 3.5 a-b) due to poor adhesion. Increasing the
concentration of GO to 1 wt% (Fig. 3.5b resulted in smoothened edges of coating compared to
pure water lubrication (Fig 3.5a) next to the delaminated areas.

Fig 3.5 The ta-C coating surfaces after running against steel ball in (a) pure water and (b) water
with 1wt% of GO. Sliding direction is indicated by the arrow [IV].
3.3.3 TD testing of oil lubricated ta-C-steel and WC-C-steel
contacts
In this section the behavior of ta-C and WC-C coated steel surfaces with varying original Ra
running against uncoated steel discs with similar Ra is discussed. The surfaces are divided in
three ranges; ground, medium polished and fine polished, respectively, as described in 3.2.2.
For ground steel surfaces the grinding marks could be clearly seen after both deposition
processes (Fig 3.6 a and d) and local delamination was observed on the upper most ridges of
these grinding marks (Fig 3.6.b and e) after the TD tests. For ta-C coatings the delaminated
areas were clearly defined along the grinding marks (Fig 3.6 b), plastic deformation of steel
under the contact load could be easily seen (Fig. 3.6c). Wear marks along the rolling direction
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were also observed on the revealed steel surfaces (Fig 3.6 b-c). The delamination of WC-C
coatings was more difficult to observe due to softer structure (shown by nano-indentation),
which lead to deformation of the topmost areas of the coating under the high contact pressure
(Figs 3.6 e-f).
With medium polished surfaces some grinding marks could still be seen after the deposition
(Fig 3.7.a and d), however, local delamination due the grinding marks was no longer observed
after the wear tests. The ta-C surfaces were slightly smoothened (Fig 3.7b) and removal of some
of the nodules originating from the deposition process could be observed (Fig. 3.7c), which did
not cause further delamination. The topmost parts of the worn WC-C surfaces (Fig. 3.7e-f) were
polished, the original columnar structure could no longer be seen and some changes in the
coating structure due to wear could also be observed (Fig. 3.7f). On fine polished samples (Fig
3.8 a-f) no grinding marks were observed after the deposition (a and d). No significant wear
could be observed when worn ta-C surfaces (3.8b) were compared to unworn surfaces (3.8a),
only slight polishing and removal of nodules. However, some structural changes (3.8c) could
be observed along the rolling direction but this did not act as a delamination starting point for
the ta-C coating. The WC-C surfaces were polished and no significant wear could be observed
(3.8e), however, a few wear marks could be observed along the rolling direction but these marks
had negligible effect on the coating structure (3.8f).
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Fig. 3.6 The ground steel surfaces with ta-C or WC-C coating after Twin Disc tests: (a) unworn
and (b, c) worn ta-C, (d) unworn and (e, f) worn WC-C. Rolling direction is indicated by the
arrow [V].

Fig. 3.7 The medium polished steel surfaces with ta-C or WC-C coating after Twin Disc tests:
(a) unworn and (b, c) worn ta-C, (d-f) worn WC-C. Rolling direction is indicated by the arrow
[V].
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Fig. 3.8 The fine polished steel surfaces with ta-C or WC-C coating after Twin Disc tests: (a)
unworn and (b, c) worn ta-C, (d) unworn and (e, f) worn WC-C. Rolling direction is indicated
by the arrow [V].
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4 Discussion
In this part, some of the main observations in the thesis are discussed and compared to results
of others. The discussion is focused on three topics: the incorporation of NDs into EG
tribolayer, the effect of GO concentration in the SiO2/GO and, the performance of GO in water,
respectively.

4.1 Incorporated NDs in EG tribolayer
Due to low viscosity, the lubricating properties of EG are poor and it is commonly not
considered as a potential lubricant for high load contacts when compared to lubricants such as
formulated oils. However, the small polar molecules of EG are able to adsorb on the contact
surfaces and provide lubrication even in boundary lubrication regime [Bowden, 1986], which
together with the high thermal conductivity and low freezing point of EG make it an interesting
lubricant candidate. The friction and wear performance of EG can be improved by use of carbon
additives such as NDs [I-II], GO and GO-composites [III]. Possessing sufficient polarity, EG
has the capability of forming hydrogen bonds with ND surface moieties, thus facilitating a
stable, nanoscale solvation shell around each ND particle [Ozawa, 2007].
In the following paragraphs the frictional behavior after the run in period (approximately first
five minutes) is considered. The high friction coefficient at the beginning of the tests with pure
EG [I-III] clearly showed that EG was not able to form a lubricating film on the contact surfaces
under high contact pressures, which was observed for similar contact pressures in steel-steel
[Cai, 2010; Kar, 2008] and steel- chromium coated glass [Shen, 2001] contacts lubricated with
pure PEG. The reduction of friction coefficient for pure EG as a function of time and sliding
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distance was related to decrease in contact pressure due to wear of the ball and disc, which
changed the contact from condition point contact to more conformal contact situation. The
behavior of ND-EG dispersions as a function of time and sliding distance (example in Fig. 2
[I]) was similar to pure EG, but the friction coefficient was lower throughout the tests due to
NDs arranging in the contact surfaces and formation of ND-EG tribolayers. Increasing the
concentration of NDs to 1.1 wt% in EG decreased the friction coefficient 31% to a minimum
(0.11) and further increase of ND concentration had no significant change in the properties [I].
The friction performance of NDs in EG under high contact pressures at the beginning of the
tests was similar to pure EG, probably due to low amount of NDs in the tribolayer. To increase
the amount of NDs in the tribolayer at the beginning of the tests, direct distribution of NDs on
contact surfaces (disc) was done [II]. The frictional behavior of NDs was different in cases [I]
and [II]. The friction coefficient with agglomerated NDs on steel [II] reached the minimum
(0.12) value after run-in period, which indicates fast formation of protecting ND-EG tribolayer
as all the particles are on the contact surfaces already at the beginning of the test. During the
rest of the experiment, the friction coefficient kept slightly increasing. It should be pointed out
that agglomerated NDs deposition in pure EG lubrication [II] resulted in friction coefficients
comparable or lower to the values with the best EG-ND dispersion [I] using approximately 10
% of total amount of NDs in the experiment. This indicates that only small part of the additives
in EG dispersion take part in the frictional performance and the particle availability directly on
the contact surfaces is more important.
Both ball and disc wear rates with pure EG were high and especially the disc wear rate scattered
considerably due to poor lubricating properties of EG. Tribolayer formation was observed on
all EG lubricated contact wear surfaces [I-III]. This layer was mostly due to tribo-chemical
reaction between the constituents of steel such as iron or chromium, which have high affinity
for electron rich organic molecules [Kar, 2008], such as EG. It should be pointed out that this
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type of tribolayer formation could only be achieved with polar lubricants and not with nonpolar ones, such as oil [Kar, 2008]. The EG tribolayer could not protect the surfaces completely
which was observed by high wear, rough and scratched wear surfaces. Similar observations for
wear surfaces and tribofilm formation was reported in [Kar, 2008; Cai, 2010] for PEG in steelsteel contacts. Increasing the concentration up to an optimum of NDs in EG or depositing ND
directly on contacts surfaces decreased the wear rate for both ball and discs significantly and
the worn steel surfaces were observed to be smoother and have fewer scratches in comparison
to EG lubrication, indicating that additives in EG tribolayer prevented direct steel-steel contacts.
After the tests NDs were observed in the EG tribolayer, however, no EG tribolayer or particles
were observed on unworn surfaces after ultrasonic cleaning, which indicates that sufficient
contact pressure is required for tribolayer formation. Presence of this ND-EG tribolayer on wear
surfaces indicates that NDs between or on contact surfaces can at least partially prevent the
direct steel–steel contact and improve the friction and wear performance of the contact.
Furthermore, such a tribolayer provides better anti-friction and anti-wear properties compared
to pure EG tribolayer. It should be noted that NDs deposited directly on surfaces had similar
or better wear performance in comparison to EG dispersion, despite the significantly lower
amount of particles [II]. The reason for this behavior is most likely in the well distributed layer
of NDs in EG-tribolayer, which provides better ND surface coverage in comparison to the
dispersions.
In summary, the results show that polarity of EG enables both weak bonding of the molecules
on the steel surfaces and formation of a durable tribo-chemical tribolayer in the contact [Kar,
2008]. Post testing, this tribolayer could not be totally removed from the contact area. The
polar nature enables the bonding of particles [Kar, 2008; Gubarevich, 2005] such as the carbon
nanomaterials to incorporate into the tribolayer providing improved friction and wear
performance in comparison to pure EG.
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4.2 The effect of the concentration of GO in friction and wear
performance of SiO2/GO composites in EG
The results in [III] showed that the friction and wear performance of pure EG in high-load steelsteel contacts can be considerably improved by use of SiO2/GO composite powders. In the
following paragraphs a slightly more developed approach is taken including some new
interpretations, resulting from continued literature study. The results are used to describe the
effect of GO concentration in the friction and wear performance of the 0.125 wt% SiO2/GO
composites in EG.
The frictional behavior of pure EG was discussed earlier (4.1.). When small concentrations of
pure SiO2 were added to pure EG, slight decrease of friction coefficient (6 % with 0.125 wt%
of SiO2 in EG) was observed, however, the wear rate for both the discs and balls was increased
by approximately 50 %. The contact surfaces of both disc and ball were highly worn and no
such EG-tribolayer as seen for pure EG in [I-III] was observed, but embedded, deformed SiO2
particles were observed on the wear surfaces. This wear behavior indicates that instead of
working as ball bearings [Tao, 1996], as was one of the original hypotheses [III], the silica size
is most likely too small to support rolling [Vilt, 2011] under such high loads and the particles
move by sliding in the contact, rub the steel surfaces and are at least partially embedded. This
causes removal of the protecting EG tribolayer, which results in abrasive wear (rubbing
particles) and adhesive wear due metal-metal contacts or due to removal of embedded silica
particles.
Increasing the GO concentration in the SiO2/GO composites reduced both friction coefficient
and wear rate and the reduction of friction coefficient was approximately 27 % (0.11) for SGO1 (only 1 wt% of GO in the composite), compared to pure SiO2 in EG (0.15). More interesting
results were achieved in the reduction of wear rate; with SGO-1 in EG, the ball wear rate was
reduced by 78 % and disc wear rate by 44 % in comparison to pure SiO2 in EG. Increasing the
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concentration of GO in the composites to 10 wt% (SGO-10) further decreased the friction
coefficient and wear rate. The wear surfaces after tests with SGO-1 and SGO-10 in EG were
smoother in comparison to surfaces lubricated with pure SiO2 in EG. As with pure SiO2,
distorted composites particles were observed to be embedded on contact surfaces and further
analysis showed GO still adhered on the silica. Unlike with pure SiO2 in EG, intact EGtribolayer similar to [I-II] was observed on worn surfaces lubricated with the composites in EG,
which clearly shows that GO bonded to SiO2 surfaces can survive in the high-load contact, and
decrease both friction and wear in steel contacts in comparison to pure SiO2 in EG.
Furthermore, the GO can also protect the EG tribolayer from being destroyed during removal
of embedded SiO2 particles. The good friction and wear performance of the composites in EG
is due to two main factors (i) the lamellar structure of GO [Song, 2011, IV] enabling sliding of
the GO sheets on each other and (ii) the ability of GO surface groups OH and COOH to bond
polar molecules [Zhao, 2009, I-II] such as EG or water [IV] in to the contact. It should be
pointed out that all concentrations of pure GO in EG [III] show higher friction coefficient and
wear rate in comparison to the composites in EG. It is clear that the SiO2 also plays a role in the
friction and wear performance of the composites and one possible mechanism could be that the
larger and heavier composite particles end up more easily on the steel surfaces and due to
embedding are less easily removed under load in comparison to GO. This provides improved
lubrication by the methods described previously, however, other mechanisms might also be in
play, including removal of surface asperities resulting in lower contact pressures and lower
friction or hardening of the steel surface due to particle embedding.
These results clearly show that increasing the GO concentration in SiO2/GO composites
decreases both friction and wear. Furthermore, both GO and SiO2 are important for the
tribological performance of the composites. SiO2/GO composites show potential for further
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development as additives for lubricants. To the best of our knowledge such SiO2/GO
composites as lubricant additives are reported in this thesis for the first time.

4.3 GO in water to replace oil lubrication in the future
Water is an environmentally safe and globally available fluid, which could replace the nonrenewable petroleum products in lubrication of mechanical contacts, but poor lubricating
performance due to low viscosity and corrosive properties [Tomala, 2010] limit the use of water
as lubricant in steel high-load steel contacts. To overcome these limitations a combination of
carbon coating (ta-C) and GO additives in water was used in [IV], both of which have been
observed to improve the friction and wear performance of water individually [Ronkainen, 1998,
2001, Kinoshita, 2014]. In addition, we tried to provide friction performance comparable to
optimized oil lubrication in [V] by use of GO-water dispersions. As previously [I-III] the
contact parameters were chosen to provide boundary lubrication, however the load was
decreased to inhibit coating delamination. It is clear that plenty of parameters vary between the
tribological tests performed in [IV] and [V], including contact pressure and geometry,
lubrication method and contact steel. However, the results in [IV] should at least give an
indication of the potentiality of GO in water in comparison to oil lubrication.
A continuous decrease in friction coefficient over time was observed in the tests with pure water
lubrication on ta-C-steel contacts. Similar to EG [I-III] this decrease was related to the reduction
of contact pressure due to wear of the steel ball which changed the contact from condition point
contact (at the beginning of the experiment) to more conformal contact situation. The friction
coefficient for pure water was relatively low (0.14), which is related to both graphitization of
the top layers of the coating surface and intercalation of water molecules between the graphitic
layers [Robertson, 2002, Martin, 2010]. Furthermore, the friction coefficient was comparable
to carbon coatings in water lubrication [Zhao, 2009; Ronkainen, 2001; Holmberg&Mathews,
2009; Donnet, 2010; Martin, 2010]. The pure water lubricated counter ball wear surfaces were
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rough and scratched, no such clear tribolayer as seen for EG [I-III] was observed and clear
corrosion was also observed on surfaces unlike in [I-III] with EG. The friction coefficient
decreased 57 % to a minimum (0.06) as the concentration of GO in water was increased from
0 to 1 wt% showing the ability of GO sheets to slide on each other to lower the friction [Song,
2011]. It is also probable that GO improved lubrication by bonding with polar water molecules
[Zhao, 2009] and thus keeping water in the contact. The GO sheets present in the contact
surfaces helped to reduce oscillations of the friction coefficient observed with pure water by
reducing the surface asperities and increasing load carrying capacity of water [Tomala, 2001].
Further increase in GO concentrations in water resulted in increase of the friction coefficient
due to agglomeration of GO, which interrupted the sliding of the sheets relative to each other
[Song, 2011].
The counter ball wear surfaces were smoother, almost polished in comparison to pure water
lubrication indicating high, controlled wear. The wear rate of the steel ball indeed increased as
the concentration of GO in water was increased, mostly due to abrasive wear effect caused by
increasing the amount of GO in the contact [Song, 2011]. Very little corrosion products were
observed on surfaces lubricated with concentrations above 0.1 wt% GO in water indicating that
increasing the GO concentration either efficiently removes oxides from the steel contact
surfaces or inhibits oxidation.. GO sheets of different sizes were observed to be spread
uniformly on the counter ball wear surfaces and the sheets were not removed during the
cleaning leading to the conclusion that they were embedded to the surface. No significant wear
was seen on the intact ta-C surfaces, however, some of the coatings deposited on relatively high
surface roughness steel had delaminated locally. This delamination of the ta-C is significantly
higher on the wear tracks, especially on the pure water lubricated disc. Similar delamination
behavior was observed in [V] and it is related to increased pressure under load especially on
the grinding ridges, which leads to plastic deformation of steel [Holmberg, 2007; Mao, 2006]
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and finally to local delamination. The shapes of the edges of delaminated coating areas suggest
that for pure water the delamination is mostly due to high contact pressure resulting in removal
of large pieces of the coating (jagged edges) but for the GO abrasive effects dominate (smooth,
rounded edges).
Despite the demanding test conditions for the ta-C coated contact surfaces, namely the high
load, low speed and limited lubricant volume, the GO additives improved the friction
performance of water lubrication in ta-C-steel contacts. The level of friction coefficient with 1
wt% GO was similar to results achieved in oil lubrication [V], however due to the differences
in test methods no direct comparison could be done. These results definitely show wide
possibilities for GO dispersion in water as replacement for more conventional lubricants.
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5 Conclusions
The use of carbon nanomaterials and carbon based coatings improved friction and wear
performance of liquid lubricated high-load steel contacts in the following cases:
1. NDs, GO and SiO2/GO composites in EG lubrication exhibited friction and wear
lowering effects in stainless steel–stainless steel tribological contacts under high loads.
Increasing the concentration of NDs to 1.1 wt%, GO to 0.125 wt% and SiO2/GO
composites to 0.125 wt% in EG decreased friction from 0.16 to 0.11 (31 %), 0.13 (19
%) and 0.10 (38 %), respectively. No significant change in friction coefficient was
observed with higher concentrations. Decrease of wear rate was observed with all
additives in EG. Deposited NDs on the steel contact surfaces in EG lubrication
exhibited friction and wear lowering effect comparable to best results achieved by NDdispersions in EG. The amount of NDs used in depositions was comparable to 0.1 wt%
ND dispersion. These results suggest that improved friction and wear performance is
caused by incorporation of the nanomaterials in EG tribolayer and partial embedding of
the composite particles onto the steel surface. The SiO2/GO composites as lubricant
additives were reported in this thesis for the first time.

2. The GO water dispersions exhibited friction lowering effects in ta-C vs. stainless steel
tribological contacts. Increasing the GO concentration from 0 to 1 wt % showed
continuous decrease of friction coefficient from 0.14 to 0.06 (57 %). The wear rate of
the counter balls increased when the concentration of GO was increased. Based on the
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results, these effects were due to the embedding of GO on steel contact surfaces and
binding of water molecules on the embedded particles.
3. Carbon based coatings and surface finishing improved the friction and wear
performance and prohibited micro-pitting of oil lubricated steel-steel high-load
contacts. Optimized combination of surface roughness and carbon coating reduced the
friction coefficient 27 % in comparison to reference steel surfaces. Applying carbon
coatings on smooth surfaces enabled improving the efficiency and provided longer
lifetime for the highly loaded contacts.
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